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About University of Hacettepe
URL : www.hacettepe.edu.tr

Hacettepe University established in 1963 but our department couldn’t established until 1977. It’s first Turkish university to offer a Bachelor’s degree in computer engineering. The three main divisions of the department are Computer Science, Computer Software, Computer Hardware. Within the last 5 years, the Department has expanded its faculty to include 15 new members which strengthens the department’s research ability across multiple diverse areas.

About ACM Hacettepe Student Chapter
URL : www.acmhacettepe.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/acmhacettepe
Twitter: www.twitter.com/acmhacettepe
Instagram: www.instagram.com/acmhacettepe
One of the 12 Student Chapter in Turkey. Established in the year 2010, until established with over 2500 membership, ACM Hacettepe is biggest student club in Hacettepe. Our main purpose is union the people who disorderly in informatics sector in Turkey also increase attention in technology and try to make easier technology for everyone. Furthermore, with our events, seminar and workshop firstly Hacettepe University’s student and also all students across the country help them whose purpose improve yourself. We will meet up these students to major executers and lend assistance them to make rational decision.

Outstanding Recruitment Program

In this year, we are good at introduction ACM. All the year round we have stand in campus students keep in touch with us. So new ones could easily getting know us, but real importance was our friendliness and friendship, under favor of this only this year we enrolled over 600 students. Also these students be connected to us. Our currency unit not that valuable so, Global Membership limited according to 600 members. We have multiple events like workshop, karaoke, HUPROG, SMS, Gelişim v.3 so we have different kind of students. We try to provide an environment for members that they do wat they want and organize them. So we give them enfranchise among 5 fundamental coordinatorship.

• Social Activity Coordinatorship

  In this coordinatorship, they try to integrate us to school life and ACM Hacettepe. They make some events like karaoke, bicycle tour, etc.

• Relation with Public Coordinatorship

  In this coordinatorship, they responsible for stand. They are like our face to public. They introduce ACM to all students along the campus.
• **Technical Event Coordinatorship**

In this coordinatorship, it can discoverable by name. They make technical events, workshops. Also they are responsible for our big programing event HUPROG. This year HUPROG was country-wide. After preselection on Internet, finalist came to Ankara and they try to make best algorithm to solve problem.

• **Advertising and Promotion Coordinatorship**

In this coordinatorship, They present us on social media and posters. They design all ACM Hacettepe products. Also they responsible for Social Media Conversation (SMS). This year it will be happen in 3-4-5 May.

• **Corporate Affairs Coordinatorship**

In this coordiantorship, They search for sponsor for events They communicate with companies. This coordinatorship is really important because if they couldn’t find sponsor we couldn’t make happen a good event.

With different department’s student s we can get the best idea. Because different kind of people together think all the way around. In the end we try to make best for everyone.